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As far back as ancient Greece people were utilizing books as methods for working through various
ailments. The term, bibliography, is what we pair with the phenomenon of using media, specifically
books, to help people suffering from trauma or psychological issues. While the Transfiguring
Adoption is NOT claiming to be professionals in the psychological or mental health arena, we do
believe that families can glean from this concept in using movies, video games, and, naturally,
books, to help foster or adoptive children process their story.

Section I
Why are we using books, movies, and video games to help children?

● Partially disengage mind from fear/problems
Immersing yourself in media helps you to escape from reality for a bit. This can give our
minds a partial break from the worry and stress so that we have more energy to attach
the issue when we come back to it.

● Introduced to new solutions
We might discover new solutions to problems as we experience a character in media
conquer an issue.

● Emotional vocabulary
Discovering more ways to express how we feel and think can help us to communicate
our own thoughts and feelings. Overall, more effective communication allows us to ask
for better assistance with our feelings and issues.

● Identify with characters/stories
You have heard the saying, “no man is an island.” No person wants to feel like they are
alone in their thoughts, feelings, or experiences. When we discover a character in media
struggling with similar issues as our own, it helps to “normalize,” our life situations and
feel comforted. This can also help us to discover our own identity as a character goes
through a process in their life.
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Section II
This Only Works TOGETHER - Parent & Child.

Here is why it is IMPERATIVE that a parent or trusted adult walk through these questions and
media with a child:

● Trauma Triggers
An event or language in a piece of media might remind our children of past events in
their lives which were traumatic. If we are to assume that they have not yet had enough
life experience to successfully walk through these situations and make sense of them,
then they will need a safe adult to be able to process feelings and emotions.
Some caregiver might be nervous or scared to discuss the details of sexual abuse,
physical abuse, and so on. Our children are also scared but have no choice but to live
through it. Our children need an adult who can help them process through issues by
listening. They need an adult who knows when information needs to be given over to a
trusted therapist and other professionals.

● Reliving Trauma
Some media might not simply suggest or bring up past trauma but could expose a child
to a similar situation as what they have experienced. If a child is exposed to such media,
it goes without saying that they will need a safe adult to help them process their thoughts
and emotions. They will even need a safe adult who may not have the right answers but
can get the child to a professional who can help.

● Living in a Dream World
As much as negatively living through trauma can have a devastating effect on our
children, too much of a good thing can also have a poor effect when it is experienced on
their own. Some children who have come from traumatic backgrounds may have trouble
separating fantasy from reality. When given media where the main character is always
rescued in the nick of time, the waif always marries royalty, or all problems are solved in
a neat package, our children could be given over to considering this is how the world
operates and that the solutions of the characters will produce similar fantastical results.
It is important to have a trusted adult on duty who can applaud the fun of a tale but also
bring everyone back down to reality.

● Never Really Find Results
Again it can be a pitfall for caregivers to be nervous about a topic and simply hope that
children will learn by experiencing a book or movie on their own. The problem is that
many of our children lack the life experience to be able to connect the dots to see how a
character’s struggles and life solutions could be compared to their own life.
A trusted adult can help a child to glean solutions and conversations from a piece of
media to make real life change begin.
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Section III
How To Use Our Discussion Packets:

1. Exposure as a Family
Watch, read, or play the respective media this packet discusses together before you begin
the conversation. It is important that parent and child experience things together. Natural
bonding and teachable moments come about when we experience things together.

2. Wait for the Right Time
As foster and adoptive parents, many of us want to help our children so badly that when we
get a new resource we want to try it out faster than a child wants to open up presents on
Christmas. However, it is important to judge when your child is ready to talk about issues
brought up by media.
If your child is struggling with habitual lying and just reprimanded earlier in the day at school,
there might be intense feelings of guilt and embarrassment. It may not be the correct time to
point out that Pinochio gets in trouble when he lies and try to begin a discussion about how
lies can harm your life. Instead wait a day or two when everything is going right in your
family’s world, and then try to begin a conversation.
People who are hurt, angered, frustrated or depressed due to a topic are not going to be
open to having a dialogue about the issues.

3. Nudging Toward Identification
If we look at this conversation as a swimming pool, “Nudging Toward Identification” is going
to be the shallow end of the pool. The goal is to simply notice - just notice - similarities you
might see in a character’s life and your child’s life. This step is helping our children to see
that they might be able to relate with a character. The media is going from merely a source of
entertainment to something we possibly - POSSIBLY - could connect with in some manner.
This might come in the form of phrases such as:

○ “Hey, did you notice that in the book Sally had to figure out how to make friends at
school too?”

○ “Tom’s brother in the movie was really good at soccer just like you, right?!”
○ “Too bad you’re not in the story with Samantha, because you like learning about

science as much as she does, right?”

4. Emotional Involvement
In Step 3 we helped our child to consider that they might be able to connect with a character.
During this step, if the atmosphere is still good for conversation, we are going to push the
similarities with the media character a bit further. We are going to take a look at specific
situations and emotions. We are going to take a look at issues that characters confronted
and discuss solutions and emotional outcomes. Hopefully, through this step our children will
be able to more deeply and emotionally be able to identify with a character.
We might ask questions such as:

○ “Sally made up stories to try and make new friends. Do you think this was the right
way to make friends? Why? What should she have done differently?”
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○ “How do you think Tom felt when he missed the goal and lost the soccer game for his
team? What would you tell him? Do you ever feel like Tom?”

○ “Which do you think made Samantha feel better, winning the science fair or making
new friends at school? Do you ever feel like that? Why?”

5. Continued Conversations
Always remember that helping children walk through trauma is not a sprint but a marathon.
Do not get discouraged if the right time to talk about themes in a piece of media don’t turn up
right away. Do not get discouraged if your child doesn’t want to talk about anything “deep” or
life changing.
Some people have reported that their children might watch a movie, lightly discuss it, and
then a month later begin asking deeper questions about a theme or topic in the media.
As parents our job is to create an atmosphere where learning and growth can happen AND
CAN CONTINUE HAPPENING. We need to equip ourselves with the tools to be ready for
those small windows of time that our children are ready to discuss and learn from us.

Transfiguring Adoption is a nonprofit organization seeking to nurture growth in foster and adoptive
families by giving a HOOT about their families. Transfiguring Adoption does not intend for its
reviewers nor its reviews to be professional, medical or legal advice. These reviews and discussion
guides are intended to help parents to better be able to connect and understand their children who
come from traumatic backgrounds.
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Comprehensive Review

Transfiguring Adoption's Overview:

The target audience appears to be children that are 6 and up, depending on your child’s gaming
ability. This is a great game for any family to enjoy with very few triggers or sequences of
violence common with many games. While there are no overt ties to foster care, there is a
positive relationship built between children and a competent, trustworthy adult as the main
character (who is implied to be a child as the average Pokemon Trainer in-world starts their
journey at age 10). This is also a great low-adrenaline game as well that still can have some of
the stylings of a first-person shooter game since the object is to swivel around, zoom in on
targets, and take photographs.

Caregivers can give special attention to positive interactions between characters (humans and
Pokemon alike), problem-solving skills, and the ability to creatively adapt to situations. For
children that have endured trauma there can also be excellent conversations about forming
positive relationships with safe adults or mentors, adapting to challenges and change, and
connecting feelings to behavior for themselves and others because of the interactions that take
place in this unique game.

NO SPOILERS IN THIS SECTION!!!

** Spoilers Could Be Ahead **

How Is This Relevant To Adoption & Foster Care?

The main character in this game is tasked with helping the prestigious Professor Mirror in
helping collect data on the local Pokemon populations via building a Photodex, a mechanism
similar to Pokedexes of other games where the player develops a portfolio of each Pokemon
species’ behaviors, appearance variants, and other unique pieces of information. This journey is
inspired by an adventure book written and left partially incomplete by a famous explorer. Over
time the player works with a research team to compile new information about this region and the
Pokemon that live within it to solve the mystery of the “Illumina Pokemon” that legend says
protected the planet from danger in the past.
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At face value this does not appear to be a game that would appeal to foster children but, let’s be
honest, the Pokemon franchise has been exceptionally successful across multiple generations
now and is clearly not disappearing anytime soon. Another reason this game may appeal to
your child is because your child will be able to easily see themselves in the main character they
can personalize with a name and appearance before they even start the game. This game will
allow your child to act with confidence and independence in a way they may not feel able to in
real life. Another reason this game may draw a crowd is the low-adrenaline experience trundling
through these beautiful, peaceful levels. Sure there are occasional Pokemon jumping out but
this is vastly different from other games where stakes feel higher and character or comrade
death is a potential risk. This game overall feels safe and welcoming in ways that your child may
desire to feel as they navigate coming into your care and learning to feel safe.

Discussion Points:

● Respectful Relationships
Children that have endured trauma often do not see adults as a source of comfort or
safety due the abuse or neglect they have endured. Due to these experiences children
may struggle to form positive, respectful relationships with safe adults. This is especially
true when working with a sibling group where one sibling has had to step in and be an
auxiliary adult in caring for the siblings, resolving conflict, and sometimes even caring for
their parents in some ways. Seeing the main character, Rita, and Phil have positive,
respectful relationships where the adults are seen as mentors and leaders can be a
great experience for a child that has seen too many movies with incompetent, uncaring,
or even dangerous adults. Professor Mirror and Todd Snap both provide positive
associates with adults with appropriate relationships with children and can help your
child see that safe adults can be trusted.

● Adapting to Challenges and Change
Don’t we all wish we had a do-over in life? Or like in this game that we could re-do a
level for a better outcome? While we may not be able to pause, reset, or delete
embarrassing or painful files, human beings can learn to adapt in the face of challenges
or change. For children that have endured trauma, it’s often hard to “keep going” when
they make a mistake due to past experiences. Moving forward is hard when you can’t
talk to your mom when you want or go laugh with your sibling when you need a break
because you are in foster care. It’s easy to just want to give up. However, caregivers can
work with their children on understanding how to watch for opportunities for growth
instead of avoiding feeling defeated or like a failure. I loved the basis on how Professor
Mirror gives notes on photos with a strength based perspective. As I played the game
this calm demeanor often encouraged me to keep playing even when I felt frustrated by
not completing a photo request. The prompts for changing my approach or settings were
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immensely helpful and reflect how a caregiver can offer a calm, strength-based
approach to helping their child solve problems.

● Connecting Feelings to Behavior
This may seem like a very basic concept, but for a child that has endured trauma the skill
of identifying cause and effect can be as difficult for them as it may be for you to
understand why your teenager is making excited-pterodactyl noises at 10:00pm in
response to a TikTok video. They are missing the connection between the two because
they haven’t been given the opportunity to experience it themselves. When a child has
endured trauma this restructures the brain to rely more on the fight-or-flight responses
that kept them safe. So instead of taking the country-road processing path to the
prefrontal cortex to make decisions and responses they are taking the expressway to the
limbic system to act quickly and get to safety. This is great when avoiding abuse or
surviving neglect… but not so great when they are out of that environment. The great
news is that children can be taught to take the country road with lots of patience and
practice from a loving caregiver that can help them connect their own feelings to their
behavior, like they do when they connect how a Pokemon may feel or react when given
stimuli from playing music, interacting with other Pokemon, having an Illumina orb tossed
at them or a Crystal Bloom, or a Fluffruit.

Cautionary Points:

● Limited Online Interaction With Strangers
If you have a membership to Nintendo Switch Online your child may activate some
online features that allow them to give points to other players with neat photos and edits.
This is extremely limited to a thumbs up/down type feature and does not allow comments
so overall this is a pretty low risk. The only thing I could find that will need extra
monitoring is ensuring that your child does not include too much personal information in
their character name (i.e. - no last names, DOB, etc.) and there is one short sentence
area they could potentially personalize to put personal information. This fillable area
includes a pre-typed message about being a beginning photographer but an extra
creative child could put Snapchat handles or phone numbers with the character
allowances. There is no prompt for this, but again if your child struggles in that area that
may be an area to closely monitor.
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● Very Limited Risk of Cyber Bullying
If you have a membership to Nintendo Switch Online your child may activate some
online features that allow them to give points to other players with neat photos and edits.
This is extremely limited to a thumbs up/down type feature and does not allow comments
so overall this is a pretty low risk. I also could not locate a way to search for individual
players so there is a lower risk of cyber bullies seeking specific players and targeting
their photo profile.

● Some Cartoon Violence
Since most Pokemon interact with each other there is plenty of room for conflict and
shenanigans. As a result there are some sequences of Pokemon antagonizing or
fighting one another. This is all limited to very tame cartoon violence without blood or
lasting consequence (i.e. - visible injury, death, etc.) but if your child is prone to
mimicking violence seen in media this may be an area to monitor your child and prepare
for discussion about appropriate interactions.

● Some Sequences of Elemental Danger
Many Pokemon use elemental-based attacks so this may be potentially triggering if your
child is extra sensitive to such elements in gameplay. The games are done in natural
environments with wild Pokemon as well and while the character never appears to be in
danger, some children may not be too keen about levels going into volcanos or deep
ocean depths.
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Discussion Questions
1. Who is your favorite L.E.N.S. kid team member? Why do you like them?

Caregiver Note: This is a good introductory question to help ease your child into
conversation. Children often struggle with being put on the spot with big questions so it’s
good to start the conversation off naturally by giving them a chance to connect with a
character they like.

2. Which mentor is that character closest to? Why do you think those characters get
along so well?
Caregiver Note: For a child that has picked the main character or Rita they will likely
say Professor Mirror and if Phil they will point to Todd Snap. Help your child process how
these adults treat and speak to their mentees. Some may include that they are kind,
patient, respectful, open to listening to the kids, positive, and don’t talk down to the kids.
This will help your child break down positive points about safe adults to help differentiate
from unsafe adults.

3. What adults do you feel that close to? How are they like Professor Mirror or Todd?
Caregiver Note: This is a way to turn this theme towards your child. Be prepared if they
talk about adults in their life from before you were their caregiver. If your child struggles
to connect to an example, point out some of the traits they mentioned about Professor
Mirror or Todd to help narrow those down. This may be a difficult question but will help
your child connect safe traits to safe adults. This can also help caregivers gain
perspective on how a child views adults in their life and take note on ways to help your
child feel more comfortable with you.

4. When you play the Elsewhere Forest the seasons keep changing. How does that
work?
Caregiver Note: On this level in particular the seasons change based on how the player
interacts with Espeon. If you throw an apple to it, play music, or throw an Illumnia Orb at
it at different points at the start of the level Espeon will send the player on a path through
a specific season. If no action is taken the sequence is randomly selected. With this in
mind you may be able to help your young player get through this level with some gentle
suggestions on how to interact with different Pokemon that appear at the start of the
level. The clue given in the game is on the floating rock being controlled by a pokemon.
When music is played the Trevenant (the spooky tree Pokemon) will move to reveal a
new path option for two of these seasons and Espeon will follow you and that can be a
segway to help hint. This can also help you in discussing the game.
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5. When you get stuck and feel frustrated at home or at school, how can I help you find
another path to figure out what to do?
Caregiver Note: This is another question that helps you talk to your child about how to reset
a tense situation or to help prompt your child through hard decisions or emotions. Often
when children have endured trauma it’s very difficult to access the prefrontal cortex of the
brain without stress, but stress will make that journey from feeling to thought even more
difficult! It’s easier to react on impulse to what the limbic system says to do (fight, flight,
freeze, or checking out) than to go through all those mental hurdles. This can be remedied
over time with lots of practice using that prefrontal cortex to think through a problem before
implementing an action. This can give you a chance to discuss an action plan for when your
child feels stuck with a problem so that they don’t give up in fear of failure or embarrassment.

6. ACTIVITY: ACTIVITY: Who’s that Emoticon?
Caregiver Note: For this activity you will need some white paper plates, coloring tools like
crayons, a permanent marker, and if you’d really like to get into it feel free to grab some glue
sticks, scissors, and construction paper. Work with your child to create their favorite
Pokemon’s face when they hear music (silly), when they get hit with a Fluffruit (angry), have
an Illumina Orb (brave/powerful), and when they are alone (sad/afraid), and when they are
with friends (happy). Color and design these while discussing the game. Afterwards you can
play a variant of “Who’s that Pokemon?” from the original TV show to practice identifying
feelings that result from behaviors. Start off using the connections to feelings listed above
that helped create the emotion. Then go back and forth asking one another Who’s That
Pokemon about different situations. For example, “Who’s that Pokemon when someone says
mean things about my pictures?”. This will give caregivers insight on what their child may be
experiencing with their peers and how they are really feeling behind tough or overly happy
facades while giving your children the opportunity to practice language expression
connecting feelings to behavior that they very much need.

7. Why do the Pokemon get excited when you throw the Fluffruit at their feet but upset
when you throw it at them directly?
Caregiver Note: This is another question that will help your child connect that different
actions have different emotional consequences for the Pokemon they interact with. They get
excited to see Fluffruit because it’s a yummy treat and, of course, get excited before, during,
and after the experience of the treat. However, when one is thrown directly at them that
probably hurts to some extent. I mean, I love a good Honey Crisp apple but if someone
lobbed that at my head I’d be experiencing a lot of emotions. Hurt, sadness, frustration, and
even anger would rank up there. Of course there is nothing wrong with how I feel about
that… if anything I’d be very validated in those feelings! But, taking that moment to identify
those emotions is a piece of the response-puzzle is often what your child is missing when
they experience emotions, so they will have a hard time taking a deep breath and asking for
assistance rather than cussing out or retaliating against the serial apple-thrower. By
practicing using words to name their emotions they can learn to tame them, as Dr. Daniel
Siegel says in his talks about adolescent brain development and trauma (seriously, read up
on him if you haven’t heard of him!!)
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8. When that Pokemon has a Fluffruit thrown at them directly, who decides how they
react?
Caregiver Note: As we discussed above, your child needs to also recognize that no one can
“make” them act any sort of way. While our emotions are absolutely valid and
understandable when someone lobs an apple at us, if we go on a venge-filled rampage of
apple throwing we ourselves will receive a hefty consequence for such behavior. This
question will help your child connect that just as that Espeon is responsible for reacting in
zapping you to another season after being hit with a Fluffruit or an Illumina Orb, they are
responsible for how they respond to their emotions.

9. When someone does something like throwing a Fluffruit at you how can I help you
make good decisions about how to respond?
Caregiver Note: This is another question that will allow you, as a caregiver, to help your
child to come up with a plan for how to respond to hard situations while they are calm
and better able to think clearly using that beautiful prefrontal cortex they are growing.
When the brain is emotionally escalated it is even more difficult to use the prefrontal
cortex due to the time and distance required to process a situation and develop a
thoughtful response. In short, the angrier we get the more likely we will rely on the
impulsive limbic system that does not account for consequences or future challenges.
The limbic system is worried about safety right now, not later. So now you and your child
can come up with a plan for helping them regulate their emotion once identified, talking
about that emotion, and then calmly finding a solution for the challenge.

10. Activity: Lifebook Requests
Caregiver Note: When a child enters the child welfare system there is often a huge gap
for that child in terms of pictures, souvenirs, and other connections to memories. To help
with this many agencies in the USA are asking caregivers to work on Lifebooks with their
children in care. This can not only be a fun, ongoing activity to do with your child as you
create memories together and with any other important connections to your child this
also creates a scrapbook or album of those years to honor the experiences and people
important to your child. If you’ve never done one you may structure this like the
Photodex from the game, or if you already have a Lifebook started you could do a page
modeled after a Pokemon’s profile and have 4 photos you stage together to show your
child “in their environment” like the game. Feel free to get as creative with this as you’d
like in terms of scrapbooking and how you take the photos, but again consider this to be
an ongoing part of your parenting so your child can look back on all the wonderful
memories they made while in your care, whether you only have your child for a season
or for a lifetime. For more information about Lifebooks in general, feel free to check out
this resource from Tennessee DCS -
https://files.dcs.tn.gov/policies/chap16/16.8Att-GuidelinesforLSB.pdf
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